COMMUNITY CONSULTATION WORKSHOP
Updating the Natural Resource Management Strategy for
the Northern Agricultural Region
Jurien Bay
Thursday, 10 September 2020

REPORT
Venue: Jurien Bay Education and Conference Centre, 69
Bashford Street, Jurien Bay, 6516
9h00 – 13h30
This event was supported by NACC NRM through funding from the Australian
Government National Landcare Program.
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1.0

Agenda
AGENDA ITEM

9:00 – 9:05
9:05 – 9:30

Welcome &
Acknowledgement of
Country
Introductions &
Expectations

SPEAKER/FACILITATOR
Kane Watson, Programs and Operations
Manager, NACC NRM
Amanda Bourne, NARvis Project Officer,
NACC NRM

9:30 – 9:45

Natural Resource
Management in the
Northern Agricultural
Region

Kane Watson, Program Manager, NACC
NRM

9:45 – 10:05

Reflections on NRM in the
NAR

All

10:05 – 10:30

Role of the regional NRM
strategy

All

10:30 -

GROUP PHOTO

10:30 – 11:00

TEA

11:00 – 12:00

NRM Priorities for the NAR

All

12:00 – 13:00

Review of the current
NARvis

All

13:00 – 13:15

Feedback

All

13:15 – 13:30

Next steps

Amanda Bourne, NARvis Project Officer,
NACC NRM

13:30 -

Thanks & close

Kane Watson, Program Manager, NACC
NRM

13:30 -

LUNCH
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2.0

Open Meeting

Speaker:
Kane Watson
Organisation: NACC NRM
Mr Watson opened the meeting with an Acknowledgement of Country, paying respects to the
Yued People who are the Traditional Owners and the original natural resource managers of
the Perenjori area as well as the Noongar and Yamaji People who are the Traditional Owners
and the original natural resource managers within the Northern Agricultural Region.

2.1

Attendance and Apologies

IN ATTENDANCE:

Katherine Allen, NACC NRM
Amanda Bourne, NACC NRM
Steve Buitenhuis, Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions
Geoff Bunn, Jurien Bay Herbarium Group
Mark Canny, Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
Nic Dunlop, Conservation Council WA
Alison Goundrey, Conservation Council WA
Jennifer Griffiths, Green Head Coastcare
Barrie Griffiths, Green Head Coastcare
Heather Hatch, Friends of Lancelin Coast
Tegan Knowles, NACC NRM
Jenny Krieg, Jurien Bay Herbarium Group
Rory Mackay, Shire of Dandaragan
Michael Payne, NACC NRM
Brinley Porter, West Midlands Group
Jan Richards, Ledge Point Coastcare
Scott Talbot, Iluka
Ron Snook, Jurien Bay Herbarium Group
Kane Watson, NACC NRM
APOLOGIES:

David Chidlow, Shire of Dandaragan

2.2

Expectations

Each participant shared what they were hoping to achieve from the day at the start of the
meeting. Expectations covered contributions participants wanted to make, things they wanted
to learn or gain, and outcomes we hoped to achieve together. Expectations included
networking with other groups and learning more about what they are doing, as well as
identifying regional priorities and how these relate to their own work. Others were most
interested in ensuring that the regional strategy is realistic, practical, achievable, and
measureable, and that progress is actually measured and reported.
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EXPECTATIONS
 Hear community expectations
 Identify how current projects and priorities align with community needs and
expectations
 Ensure a greater emphasis on coastal NRM
 Catch up with stakeholders (x2)
 Identify NRM priorities
 Identify links to own work
 Catch up on what’s happening in the region
 Participated in developing the strategy before (x2)
 Interested in devolved grants for community group activities
 Input into the strategy (x2)
 Hear stakeholder priorities first hand
 See that the strategy becomes a tool which the community uses a go-to resource
and source of information
 Get an update on NRM
 Networking
 Identify regional priorities
 Getting to know partners
 Finding out what the other groups are doing
 Identify common goals
 Have had a long-term involvement in NRM
 Realistic plan
 Practical, achievable, with measurable outcomes
 Progress is measured
 Hill River
 Prioritising for conservation
 Understand NRM
 Carnaby’s Cockatoos
 Relationship between the management plan and NRM plan
 Take part in discussions
 Ensure consistent support for the coast

2.3 Update on Natural Resource Management in the Northern
Agricultural Region
Speaker:
Position:

Kane Watson
Program & Operations Manager, NACC NRM

Mr Watson provided an acknowledgement of Country for the Northern Agricultural Region
(NAR) and an introduction to NRM in the NAR. The NAR covers approximately 7.5 million
hectares in Western Australia, from Two Rocks to Kalbarri along the coast, three nautical miles
to sea, and inland to Mullewa, Perenjori, and Kalannie. The region is sparsely populated and
the primary land use is agriculture. There are a number of important conservation reserves in
the region, including Kalbarri, Lesueur, and Beekeepers. Concerns for natural resource
management in the region stem from a highly modified agricultural and mining landscape and
extensive urban and suburban development, particularly along the coast. Regional NRM
planning is a core responsibility of NRM organisations and is currently funded through the
Regional Landcare Partnership Program. NACC NRM is the curator of the regional NRM plan
for the NAR but the plan is intended to represent the interests and aspirations of the wider
NRM community in the region.
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The current version of the NRM plan for the NAR, NARvis, is the culmination of several
technical and consultation processes conducted over many years between 2005 and 2017.
The updated NARvis must be aligned with the Regional Landcare Partnership Program
Outcomes and the Western Australia NRM Framework 2018 Shared Priorities (Appendix 1).

Figure 1: Map of the Northern Agricultural Region, taken from the NARvis website www.narvis.com.au

Mr Watson also provided an update on progress with the current NARvis revision. An online
survey (report and executive summary document attached) was conducted, in which 101
people from 65 different organisations and groups working in NRM in the region participated.
Based on the survey results, there is a clear mandate to proceed with regional NRM planning
and the engagement process will involve a series of local, regional, and online workshops and
at least one more online survey.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of responses to the NARvis online survey

4.0

Discussions

4.1 Reflections on natural resource management in the Northern
Agricultural Region
What are we as an
NRM community
doing really well in
terms of NRM in the
NAR?

Combined Coastcare meetings
Three-Bay walkway has encouraged tourists
Lots of data collected
Growing base of NRM professionals
Useful projections
Good science
Good signage at Green Head
Flora and fauna surveys at Green Head
Farmers are more aware of agriculture and NRM going hand in
hand
Photomon has been incredibly useful for tracking projects,
providing good records of progress made, and it has wider
application potential
Community is engaged, passionate, and interested in NRM (x3)
Positive attitude towards the environment
Good community energy and spirit (x2)
Interaction with other groups (x3)
Good collaborations between groups and partnerships between
organisations and individuals
Learning from other groups
Good knowledge base in the community (x2)
Cross pollination between groups
Weed control and brushing
Engaged community groups e.g. Herbarium Group
Close relationships with DBCA (x4) – very supportive
New relationship building with DBCA related to Abrolhos Island
conservation
Shire willing to support enviro groups with small grants
Relationship with NACC
Recent help from DFES to conserve an area of land in Lancelin –
now protected with fencing
Increased awareness in the community, e.g. of threats to
Carnaby’s Cockatoos
Help from 4x4 group
Good relationship with the Shire (Green Head)
Access to training e.g. Project management, grant writing, seed
collecting
More people working towards NRM

What are we as an
NRM community not
doing so well in
terms of NRM in the
NAR?

Herbarium group – too much time on necessary work (weed
control, dune stabilising) and not enough on the fun stuff (priority
plants)
Herbarium group – limited awareness in town (Jurien Bay) about
the group’s activities, despite much promotion
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Small, short-term funding – risk undoing good work or making the
problem worse when follow up maintenance is not supported
(e.g. for weed control)
Difficult to contact the Shire
Different ideals between community group and Shire – focus on
tourism and development vs. foreshore protection and
conservation
Councils rely too much on Coastcare groups and eventually step
back and abdicate their responsibility.
Need more money
Regulatory mechanisms are slow and clunky, don’t move as
quickly as is needed
Aging volunteers
Most young people involved in activities are NACC staff
Lack of evidence (e.g. photos, surveys) that interventions are
working
Limited follow-up on projects once implemented
Collaboration between LGAs and community groups could be
improved in some areas
Limited grant funding
Intense competition over grant funding
Can be difficult to engage locals – often bring a workforce in from
Perth
Focus on development and tourism poses a risk to the fore
dunes
Remaining coastal vegetation remnants are very small
Capacity and understanding of NRM in LGAs is limited
Limited project support from LGAs
Lip service from the Council – say they will maintain weeded
areas, but maintenance is the first thing to drop off the priority list
Climate change and changing rainfall – dealing with issues that
aren’t of local origin
Shires are facing a change in their economic base
New tourism pressures on the environment – increase in tourism
may have unintended / unexpected consequences (x2)
Limited resources
Complicated threats
Weeds – slow turnaround between finding the weeds and
addressing the problem
Lost institutional knowledge in government departments
Not enough boots on ground
Rejection of science
Systematic, purposeful reduction in funding for staff and research
in NRM and related fields
How can we do
better?

Facilitating / enabling more collaboration between environmental
officers from the Shires
Communicating and working towards a common goal
Translating an enthusiastic community into sustainable groups
Advocating for conservation
Upskilling local government to address climate change
Pooling resources
Shire amalgamations
Regular, long-term follow up at implementation sites
More boots on ground
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Programs with schools – e.g. Bush Rangers
Work in public places where people can see you and may
become interested in joining in
Provide an “allowance” for community groups for core activities $2,000 to $5,000 per year guaranteed every year
Grant money for maintenance e.g. weed management after first
intervention
Small reliable funding
Implement many small projects – might be easier given limited
funding opportunities
Increase the number of people involved to sustain community
groups
Changing to a procurement model from a grant funding model
means that NACC may be able to provide small regular
discretionary funding to community groups.
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4.2

What should the role of the regional NRM strategy be?

ROLE




























Represent common goals
Opportunity to connect people
Source of education and engagement
Relatable and relevant to different sectors and demographics
Supporting funding – e.g. linking to available funding
Accessible language
Open
Highlight trusted science
Relevant to local groups
Engage at all levels
Engage with school age groups and university students (e.g. cadets, enviro
groups)
Links federal –> state –> Shire –> community
Give legitimacy to community environmental views and priorities
Depoliticise priorities, and delink them from government cycles
Support advocacy and lobbying for groups involved in for e.g. planning approvals
Investment priorities
Efficiencies
Follow up
Guidance for funding
Support for longer-term thinking – longer than 5 years
Provide continuity
Simple Achievable Targets
Needs to be measured
Show what has been done, what works and what doesn’t work
Identify sustainable sources of non-grant funding
Achievable aspirations
Practical on-ground actions
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4.3

NRM priorities in the Northern Agricultural Region

In this session, participants were asked to write their natural resource management priorities
onto cards and we then clustered similar cards together and voted on the top priority clusters.
Most cards had to do with biodiversity conservation and protecting threatened species (23
cards), community engagement (8 cards), invasive species (8 cards) and coastal
management (7 cards). Biodiversity conservation, including threatened species protection,
followed by community engagement, were voted as the top priorities with 22 and 9 votes
respectively.
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4.4

Quick Review of NARvis https://www.narvis.com.au/

In this session, participants were asked to reflect on the NRM priorities identified in the
previous discussion as well as the role of NARvis as identified in discussion session 2, identify
a project related to one of the priorities, and search the NARvis website to see if they could
find what they needed (and what they expected to find the role of desired NARvis) on the site.

Group 1:
Invasive
Species
(Juncus
acutus)

PROs
Key word search brought up some
general information
Like the idea of the Share your
Project function

CONs / suggestions
Include an Invasive Species theme
List of invasive species and the
projects or resources (major
reports and papers) related to
these invasive species
Coastcare resources had some
weed control information but this
was limited to Pyp grass
Should list all threatening
processes – invasive species,
habitat destruction
Link to Florabase
Needs to capture ALL of the
issues in the region
A reporting function would be
useful – a platform for reporting
emerging issues
Better advertising of the website
so that community groups know
that it is there and can be used
A collaboration portal where
groups can share their ideas to
see if others want to support them
or have similar ideas and want to
collaborate
Needs a clearer definition of the
objective of NARvis
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Like to see a common language
used between all the different sites
and resources
Summary of projects would be
nice
Act as a first point of call – linking
to other sites for detailed
information and also linking to all
the groups and organisations
active in the region
Should prioritise what needs
working on e.g. ranking of weed
species and their current
management status
Too technical – require a ‘tech
head’ for data acquisition for local
groups
Familiarity with the site is needed
to be able to navigate it and use it
well
Specific information on threatened
ecological communities (also the
Land for Wildlife program) is
missing, or not relevant, or out of
date
The mapping function is very
limited
It is not a strategy, it is a planning
base and as a planning base it is
incomplete, out of date and
lagging behind the needs of the
community
The strategy needs to be reflected
in the sorts of data available on
the site
If not updated regularly, it is not
relevant or useful
Progress needs to be measured
and reported
Information included tends to be
too general
Localised knowledge needs to be
entered regularly – this may
require funding for a FTE updating
the system and doing data
acquisition and entry

Group 2

Group 3

Links to active groups and
organisations in the region

Notification of funding sources or
links to funding opportunities
Should be a whole of community
website – is it too technical as a
community resource?
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Awareness of the website needs
to be improved through
engagement and education
Links to community groups in an
area / locality needs to be updated
and could be easier to find and
linked to examples of projects
How to engage a younger target
audience?
Group 4

General
Discussion

Information of Local Government
Authorities
Good overview of NARvis on the
“what is NARvis” section
How to use NARvis
Glossary of terms



Needs to be made clearer who the
NARvis is for and how it is relevant
to them
Include a site map describing how
the site is laid out
Need to link goals and aspirations
to roles and responsibilities
Include a collaboration platform for
sharing ideas
Don’t include links to consultants
or industry partners – rather keep
it independent
Info on grant funding – link to
outside pages for this
More focused use of the website
analytics tools might give a better
understanding of how people are
using the website
Possibly present the analytics
somewhere
Share a Project function needs to
be fixed - also must relate to goals
and actions
In the introduction to the site, keep
the target audience in mind and
keep it simple

Include examples of how a specific project e.g. managing Sharp
Rush Juncus acutus at Hill River contributes to achieving a
regional goal or target e.g. “Implement effective invasive species
control measures at a local scale where priority biodiversity
assets are being threatened”

Please see Appendix 2 for a photographic record of the complete discussion captured
above.
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5.0

Feedback

Things that worked well and were worthwhile or enjoyable about the workshop
- Hearing directly from the community regarding their priorities
- Good to have state, local government and industry representation
- representatives covering broad interests
- Good networking opportunity (x2)
- Like-minded people (x2)
- Good to talk about positives and solutions for NRM
- Diversity in the room (x2)
- Understanding the interests of the different stakeholders
- Interaction (x2)
- Able to suspend scepticism about the process
- Talking about NARvis from a community perspective
- Face-to-face time
- All the different views and ideas
- We are all on the same page
- Good consistency of ideas
- Well-organised
- Very interactive
- Good brainstorming activity with the blue cards
- Interesting to see some different tools used for running a consultation process
- Interesting subject matter
Things that worked less well at the workshop
- Always the same people at these events
- Younger demographic is missing
- Preaching to the converted
- Thursdays are inconvenient (golf day in Jurien Bay)
- Ticketing process was confusing
- Ticketing puts people off registering for events
- Ticketing is a big disincentive for registering
Suggestions for future community consultations
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- Each participant commits to bringing 5 people with them to the next meeting
- Have a session in Guilderton or Seabird
- Send the notes out and follow up promptly
- Find ways to engage with school enviro groups and university students for next sessions

Appendix 1: Regional Land Partnership Program Outcomes and
Western Australia NRM Framework Shared Priorities
RLP OUTCOMES
Outcome 1: By 2023, there is restoration of, and reduction in threats to, the Ecological
Character of Ramsar sites through the implementation of priority actions
Outcome 2: By 2023, the trajectory of species targeted under the Threatened Species
Strategy, and other EPBC Act listed priority species, is stabilised or improved
Outcome 3: By 2023, threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of World Heritage
Properties listed for natural heritage have been reduced through the implementation of
priority actions
Outcome 4: By 2023, the implementation of priority actions is leading to an improvement in
the condition of EPBC Act listed Threatened Ecological Communities
Outcome 5: By 2023, there is an increase in the awareness and adoption of land
management practices that improve and protect the condition of soil, biodiversity and
vegetation
Outcome 6: By 2023, there is an increase in the capacity of agriculture systems to adapt to
significant change in climate and market demands for information on provenance and
sustainable production

WA NRM Framework Shared Priorities
Shared Priority 1: Sustainable management of land resources, with a focus on regenerative
agriculture and soil biology and landscape management
Shared Priority 2: Maintain and enhance water assets, including waterways, wetlands, and
groundwater
Shared Priority 3: Protect and enhance the marine and coastal environment
Shared Priority 4: Conserve and recover biodiversity
Shared Priority 5: Enhance skills, capacity, and engagement, with a focus on Aboriginal
engagement in natural resource management activities
Shared Priority 6: Deliver high quality planning that leads to effective action
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Appendix 2: Photographic record of discussions
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